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Abstract

A new experimental method was applied in the tokamak ASDEX Upgrade to estimate the stochastic layer width of a
deuterium L-mode discharge with externally applied Magnetic Perturbations. The method relies on the deposition of
ECRH pulses in the plasma edge while measuring the divertor target heat flux with high temporal resolution IR thermog-
raphy and Langmuir probes. The experimental results were compared to simulations of the time dependent heat pulse
propagation on a constant plasma background with the EMC3-Eirene code package, using an ad-hoc screening model.
If no screening was taken into account in the simulations a decrease in the characteristic heat pulse propagation time
was observed, which shows that the heat transport is enhanced compared to the screened cases. No such enhancement
was found in the experiment, indicating strong screening. In further simulations the effect of screening on the target
fluxes was investigated for varying densities. For low densities it was found that screening reduces the strike line splitting
strongly, while for higher densities no strong strike line splitting was found, independent of the screening degree. For
strongly detached L-mode conditions with MPs experiments at AUG indicate that the lobe structures vanish completely.
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1. Introduction1

Future divertor tokamak devices, such as ITER, are2

foreseen to be operated in a regime of increased confine-3

ment, the so called H-mode. However, the H-mode is prone4

to Edge Localized Modes (ELMs), quasiperiodic bursts of5

energy and particles from the edge region, which can lead6

to a severe life time reduction of the Plasma Facing Com-7

ponents (PFCs). By the application of Magnetic Perturba-8

tions (MPs), generated by external coils, ELM mitigation9

[1] and suppression [2] for certain plasma conditions have10

been achieved in several tokamaks. MP coils create a non-11

axisymmetric radial magnetic field component which can12

cause a topological change in the magnetic field. Near the13

edge a layer of open field lines is created in which field lines14

connect to the divertor targets. However, various numer-15

ical [3] and theoretical [4] studies show that the plasma16

creates a non-negligible response field. However, evidence17

of the plasma response field can often only be obtained by18

indirect measurements. One important response effect is19

screening of the MP field at rational surfaces in the plasma20
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[4], which reduces the width of the layer of open field lines21

and hence leads to a reduction of the effective radial trans-22

port in the edge. From the edge transport characteristics23

one can therefore draw conclusions about the screening24

degree.25

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an26

introduction to the magnetic topology induced by MPs27

and discusses the effects of screening. Section 3 introduces28

briefly the ad-hoc screening model used throughout this29

study. In Section 4 the experimental setup and results are30

described and section 5 presents the corresponding EMC3-31

Eirene simulations. Section 6 discusses divertor heat fluxes32

with MPs, with and without screening. Section 7 summa-33

rizes the results and gives an outlook on future work.34

2. Magnetic Field Structure Induced by Magnetic35

Perturbations36

In this section the 3D magnetic topology change in-37

duced by the MPs is qualitatively analyzed for an AUG38

equilibrium with MPs. The equilibrium was calculated39

with CLISTE [5] and the MP field was calculated by ap-40

plying Biot-Savart’s law, where the exact geometry of the41

8 upper and 8 lower saddle coils installed at AUG was42

taken into account [6].43
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In Fig. 1a (left) a Poincaré plot of the magnetic field44

without plasma response effects (vacuum approach) is shown.45

It can be seen that the MPs lead to the creation of mag-46

netic islands at rational surfaces, i.e. surfaces with a safety47

factor q = m/n, where n and m are integer numbers. Suf-48

ficiently far inside the confinement region closed surfaces49

can still be found between the rational surfaces [7], which50

appear as closed lines in the Poincaré plot. In the edge51

region a layer with open field lines is created, i.e. these52

field lines leave the (former) confinement region and even-53

tually hit the targets in finger like structures, so called54

lobes. The onset of this region can be estimated by the55

condition that the islands of neighboring rational surfaces56

overlap [8]. Although historically this region is often called57

stochastic layer, it is not uniformly stochastic as will be58

discussed in the following.59

In Fig. 1b (left) a connection length plot (or laminar60

plot) of the divertor region at φ0 = 0 for the above dis-61

cussed magnetic field is shown. The connection length Lc62

at a point (R,z) is here defined as the length from the in-63

ner to the outer divertor of the field line which crosses the64

poloidal plane φ = φ0 at (R,z). Field lines on unbroken65

magnetic surfaces or inside magnetic islands have infinite66

connection length. The region of open field lines can be67

roughly divided into stochastic regions, with Lc ≥ 1.0 km,68

and laminar flux tubes, where Lc ≤ 0.5 km [9]. In the69

stochastic regions the field line paths can be described70

statistically by a diffusive process [10, 8]. This leads ef-71

fectively to additional radial diffusive particle and energy72

transport. In the laminar flux tubes Lc is comparable to73

that of the Scrape-Off Layer (SOL) and the radial trans-74

port can be described by convective processes [10]. In these75

flux tubes a strong particle and energy confinement reduc-76

tion is anticipated.77

The effect of strong screening can be observed in Fig.78

1a (right) and Fig. 1b (right). Screening decreases the79

size of the magnetic islands on rational surfaces and closes80

the magnetic flux surfaces again. This pushes the region81

of open field lines further out and it is expected that this82

leads to an improvement of the confinement compared to83

the vacuum case.84

3. Screening Model85

To take into account MP screening effects an ad-hoc86

model was implemented. A detailed description of this87

approach can be found in [11] and only a brief summary88

is given here.89

Islands are created due to the radial (i.e. perpendic-90

ular to the equilibrium flux surfaces) field component of91

the MP field ~BMP . However instead of the physical field,92

a description of the model in terms of the normalized ra-93

dial field br,MP =
~BMP ·∇ρp
~Beq·∇φ

is best suited. Here ρp is the94

poloidal flux and ~Beq the equilibrium field. On a flux sur-95
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Figure 1: Poincaré (a) and connection length (b) plot at
φ = 0 for an equilibrium with MPs without plasma re-
sponse (left) and with strong screening (right).

face br,MP can be expressed as a Fourier series:96

br,MP =

∞∑
−∞

br,MP
m,n expi(mθ

∗−nφ), (1)97

where θ∗ ≡ φ/q is the straight field line poloidal angle.98

For simplicity only one toroidal mode number n = n0 is99

considered here. The index n is therefore dropped and100

rational surfaces with q = m/n0 can be identified by their101

poloidal mode number m. The physical meaning of the102

Fourier components of br,MP is the following: If br,MP
m is103

non-zero at the rational surface m, there will appear an104

island chain on that surface.105

The screening model now assumes that at the rational106

surfaces radially localized screening currents along ~Beq are107

induced. Mathematically the screening current on a ratio-108

nal surface m can be represented as109

~jm = <

(
Imδ(q −m/n0)exp[i(mθ∗ − n0φ)]

~Beq

‖ ~Beq‖

)
, (2)110

where Im is a complex constant, which determines the111

screening strength, δ() is the delta function and <() indi-112

cates that only the real part is taken. This current gen-113

erates a (normalized) radial field component br,m, with114

a resonant Fourier component br,mm on m. Im is an ad-115

hoc parameter which was in this study determined by the116
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condition that the resonant component of the total radial117

magnetic field vanishes on m. E.g. if screening on only118

one rational surface m is assumed, Im is obtained by the119

following condition:120

br,mm = −br,MP
m (3)121

When assuming screening on multiple rational surfaces122

(m1,m2, ...,mM ), it has to be taken into account that123

each screening current creates resonant field components124

on the other rational surfaces. I.e. on each surface mi, i =125

1, ...,M following condition has to be satisfied:126 ∑
l=1,..,M

br,ml
mi

= −br,MP
mi

, (4)127

which constitutes a linear matrix equation which has to be128

solved for M unknowns. The screening field ~Bscr is then129

given by the sum of the fields created by the individual130

screening currents131

~Bscr =
∑

l=1,..,M

~Bm (5)132

and the total magnetic field is calculated as133

~B = ~Beq + ~BMP + ~Bscr, (6)134

Numerically the sheet currents were implemented by135

discretizing them into triangles. The magnetic field gen-136

erated by the current in each of the triangles can be com-137

puted analytically [12]. This approach avoids the problem138

of a diverging field near the surfaces which occurs when139

filaments are used for the discretization, as done in [11].140

The triangularization for a (3,2) surface is visualized in141

Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Triangularization of the (3,2) rational surface.
For displaying reasons the number of triangles in the plot
is lower than actually used in the computations.

142

4. Experiment143

A dedicated L-mode deuterium discharge with a toroidal144

magnetic field Bt=-2.5 T, plasma current Ip=1.0 MA and145

safety factor q95 ≈ 4.0 was carried out at AUG. Selected146

time traces of the discharge can be seen in Fig. 3. The147

line integrated central electron density was feed-back con-148

trolled to ∼ 3.7×1019 m−2 and from 1.2 s on temporally149

constant central Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating150

(ECRH) of ∼ 0.4 MW was applied. From 2.3 s on, in151

addition to the central ECRH heating, ECRH pulses with152

∼ 0.6 MW were deposited in the edge region. The pulse153

duration was ∼ 2 ms and the period time 26 ms. At 3.7 s154

the ECRH pulse power was increased to ∼ 1.2 MW. From155

3.0 to 4.0 s MPs with a toroidal mode number n=2 and156

a differential phase of ∆φ = 90◦ between upper and lower157

MP field were applied.158

Figure 3: Time traces of AUG discharge 32383.

The outer divertor target was observed at φ ≈ 214◦ by159

an infrared camera, measuring the target temperature [13].160

The THEODOR code [14] was used to calculate target161

heat fluxes q⊥ with a temporal resolution of ∼ 1 ms and162

a spatial resolution ∼ 0.6 mm. In Fig. 4b the time trace163

slice between 3.7 s and 4.0 s of the heat flux measurements164

is shown. It can be clearly seen that each heat pulse leads165

to a distinct increase of the heat flux. Before the MPs166

are switched off at 4.05 s so called strike line splitting can167

be observed. Fig. 4a shows the estimated total heat flux168

Ptot at the outer target after a heat pulse as a function of169

time t for the MP on and MP off case. Here Ptot(t, φ) ≡170

2πR
∫
q⊥(s, φ, t)ds, where R is the major radius of the171

target and conditional averaging over several heat pulse172

periods was applied. It can be seen that, except for a173

constant background which was subtracted, Ptot coincides174

for the MP on and off cases within the error bars. The heat175

pulses could also be observed in the heat flux measured by176

the outer divertor target triple Langmuir probes at φ ≈177

168◦ with a time resolution of ∼ 35 µs (Fig. 4c). The178

probe nearest to separatrix measures a decrease of q⊥.179

This might be attributed to a strike line shift of ∼ -0.4 cm180

during the heat pulse, which can be caused by a current181

perturbation due to the additional heating.182

5. EMC3-Eirene Simulations183

The transport of the heat pulse was simulated with a184

modified version of the 3D transport code EMC3-Eirene185
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Figure 4: Outer target heat flux at φ ≈ 214◦ along the target coordinate s and time t, obtained by the 2D infrared
diagnostics (b) and conditionally averaged estimated total heat flux Ptot, without background, at the outer target after
a heat pulse. Outer divertor heat flux obtained from Langmuir probes at φ ≈ 168◦ (c). A constant background was
subtracted.

[15], which couples the fluid code EMC3 with the kinetic186

neutral code Eirene. Both, EMC3 as well as Eirene, em-187

ploy a Monte-Carlo technique to solve the underlying equa-188

tions. EMC3-Eirene has already been used successfully189

to simulate the plasma edge transport with MPs in sev-190

eral tokamaks [6, 9, 16]. By comparing the heat transport191

modelling results for different plasma screening strengths192

to the experimental results, conclusions about the screen-193

ing strength in the experiment can be drawn. In addi-194

tion to the case without MPs (2D), three different plasma195

response scenarios for the MP-on case were considered:196

no screening (vacuum), moderate screening and strong197

screening. For the moderate and strong screening scenar-198

ios all rational surfaces within ρ ≤ 0.97 and ρ ≤ 0.996199

were screened, respectively, by making use of the screen-200

ing model discussed in section 3.201

The heat pulse transport was modeled on a constant202

plasma background, i.e. for each of the four cases the203

background plasma was self-consistently simulated, using204

the same transport coefficients for all four scenarios. The205

heat pulse transport was then simulated by solving the206

time dependent energy equation on the constant plasma207

background.208

5.1. Background Plasma209

As boundary conditions for the background plasmas a210

poloidally averaged separatrix density nsep=1.2×1019m−3211

and a net input power Pnet=0.4 MW were chosen. For the212

ad-hoc perpendicular particle diffusion coefficients a spa-213

tially constant value D⊥=0.1 m2 s−1 was assumed, while214

for the ion and electron perpendicular heat diffusion co-215

efficient χi,e,⊥=0.4 m2 s−1 inside and χi,e,⊥=0.25 m2 s−1216

outside the separatrix were chosen. This values result from217

matching the 2D solutions to the experimental upstream218

and target profiles. In Fig. 5 2D cross-sections of the elec-219

tron temperature Te and density ne at the toroidal angle220

φ = 11.25◦ for the 2D case, the vacuum approach case221

and the moderate screening case are shown. Both, Te as222

well as ne are strongly reduced for the vacuum case com-223

pared to the 2D case, while no such reduction is observed224

for the screened case. In Fig. 6a the MP-off experimental225

upstream profiles for the electron temperature (top) and226

density (bottom), obtained by Thomson scattering, and227

the corresponding simulations profiles at φ = 11.25◦ for228

the four different cases are plotted. While the upstream229

profiles of the screened cases agree within the experimental230

error bars with the 2D case, for the vacuum case a reduc-231

tion of temperature and density of ∼ 35 % and ∼ 25 %,232

respectively, is seen at ρ ≈ 0.90, which is larger than the233

corresponding error bars. Such a confinement degradation234

was not observed in the experiment.235

Figure 5: 2D cross-sections of the divertor region at φ ≈
11.25◦ of the electron density ne (top) and temperature Te
(bottom) for the axisymmetric (left), moderately screened
(middle) and vacuum (right) case.

In Fig 6b the measured outer target profiles for the236

MP-off (left) and MP-on (right) cases are shown. To the237

heat flux profiles, obtained by the IR measurements at φ ≈238

214◦, a poloidal shift was applied and a constant back-239

ground of 0.25 MW was subtracted by using the fit func-240

tion given in [17]. For the 2D case a very good agreement241

between the simulated heat flux q⊥ and the IR measure-242

ments at the outer target was achieved. The experimental243

ion flux was obtained by the outer target Langmuir probes244

at φ ≈ 168◦. The probe profile was shifted along the tar-245
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get by ∼ 1.5 cm, which can be justified by equilibrium246

errors. In the private flux region and the near SOL a good247

agreement of j⊥ with the Langmuir probe measurements248

was achieved, while for s-ssep > 5cm the simulations un-249

derestimate the measured j⊥. For the vacuum approach250

simulation pronounced strike line splitting can be observed251

in q⊥ as well as in j⊥. With increasing screening the stri-252

ation pattern becomes less pronounced and the maximum253

of q⊥ moves nearer to the strike line. In addition the total254

ion flux decreases.255

5.2. Heat Pulse Simulations256

To obtain realistic initial conditions for the heat pulse257

transport simulations the radial deposition profile of the258

heat pulses were calculated with the beam tracing code259

TORBEAM [18]. The ’core echo’ was neglected in the260

simulations, i.e. heat which crossed the inner simulation261

boundary was absorbed. Repeating the simulations with262

an energy-reflecting inner boundary did not result in signif-263

icantly different solutions for sufficiently short simulation264

time ranges, which shows that the results do not depend265

strongly on the inner simulation boundary conditions. Fig.266

7 shows the outer target total heat flux Psimtot as a function267

of time for the four degrees of screening. Here Psimtot is268

defined analogously to the experiment. With increasing269

screening, the heat flux maximum as well as the width270

decrease. The strong screening case does not differ signifi-271

cantly from the 2D solution. This result indicates that the272

MP field in the experiment is strongly screened.273

Fig. 8 depicts the power flux at three different positions274

along the target at φ ≈ 214◦ in dependence of time. As275

more surfaces are screened, the power at the outer two276

positions decreases.277
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Figure 7: Simulation results of the poloidally integrated
outer target heat flux Psimtot at φ ≈ 214◦ after the heat
pulse deposition.

6. Effect of Screening on Target Fluxes and De-278

tachment with MPs279

In Fig. 6b it has been seen that strike line splitting is280

less pronounced when screening currents are present. In281

this section the effect of screening on strike line splitting282

for different upstream densities will be analyzed in more283

detail. For this EMC3-Eirene simulations with Pin=0.2284
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Figure 8: Simulated heat flux after the heat pulse deposi-
tion for several target positions at φ ≈ 214◦.

MW, D⊥=0.1 m2 s−1 and χ⊥=0.4 m2 s−1 (typical L-mode285

parameters) with varying separatrix densities nsep were286

conducted. A case without screening (vacuum), moder-287

ate screening and strong screening were considered. Fig.288

9 shows the target heat q⊥ and particle jsat fluxes obtained289

from the simulations for nsep=0.3×1019m−3, nsep=0.9×1019m−3290

and nsep=1.5×1019m−3. For the low density case a pro-291

nounced strike line splitting in the heat flux profile can be292

observed for the vacuum case. The strike line splitting gets293

less pronounced and the peak heat flux increases by ∼ 25294

% as screening gets stronger. With increasing density the295

lobes broaden and the effect of screening is less apparent.296

The washing-out effect of the lobes can be attributed to297

the decreasing divertor temperature with increasing den-298

sity, reducing the parallel conductivity and hence increas-299

ing the relative effect of perpendicular diffusion [19].300
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heat q⊥ (top) and ion flux j⊥ (bottom) for different av-
eraged seperatrix densities nsep and varying screening de-
grees.

Of particular interest are divertor fluxes under detached301

conditions with MPs, since the lobe structure might hin-302
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Figure 6: (a) Upstream profiles for electron density Te (top) and temperature ne (bottom). (b) Target profiles for the
MP off case (left) and MP on case (right)

der detachment at locations which are at a lobe maximum.303

At AUG dedicated experiments were carried out in which304

divertor fluxes with MPs under detached conditions were305

investigated in detail in L- and H-modes. At these condi-306

tions heat flux profiles can only be obtained by the Lang-307

muir probes at AUG, since the IR data is dominated by308

Bremsstrahlung. In Fig. 10 the power flux obtained by309

the outer divertor Langmuir probes at φ ≈ 168◦ of two310

L-mode density ramps are plotted: 32921 is without MPs311

and 32922 with n=2 MPs which were rigidly rotated at 5312

Hz at ∆φ = −90◦. Due to the toroidal asymmetry of the313

target fluxes the rigid rotation of the MPs was mandatory314

to obtain 2D target profiles. In the bottom plot the corre-315

sponding deuterium gas puff is shown, which was the same316

in both discharges. Power detachment starts in both cases317

at the strikeline and proceeds then outwards towards the318

far SOL. In the shot with MPs an oscillation of the power319

flux at the MP rotation frequency is observed, particu-320

larly in the signals of the probes located at ρ ≈1.01 and321

ρ ≈1.02. As stronger detachment sets in these oscillations322

vanish, i.e. no reattachment occurs. It should be noted323

at this point that EMC3-Eirene does not yet include re-324

combination processes and therefore detached conditions325

could not be simulated.326

7. Conclusions327

A new experimental approach to determine the stochas-328

tic layer width of a magnetically perturbed plasma was in-329

troduced, which relies on the increased energy transport in330

a stochastized field. An L-mode experiment at AUG was331

carried out in which ECRH heat pulses were deposited at332

the edge. The heat pulses led to an increased heat flux333

at the outer target, which was observed by various diver-334

tor diagnostics. The temporal characteristics of the power335

Figure 10: Langmuir probe heat flux q⊥ for the L-mode
density ramps 32921 (red) without MPs and 32922 (blue)
with n=2, ∆φ = −90◦, at 5 Hz rigidly rotating MPs, and
the corresponding deuterium gas puff level ΦD.

flux did not show any significant difference when MPs were336

switched on and off. The result was interpreted by com-337

parison with EMC3-Eirene simulations, where an ad-hoc338

screening model was used. Assuming screening of rational339

surfaces with ρ < 0.996 the experimental result could be340

qualitatively reproduced, indicating that strong screening341

occurs.342

The effect of screening on the target fluxes for different343

upstream densities was investigated with EMC3-Eirene.344

For low densities screening leads to a strong reduction of345

the strike line splitting in the power flux. With increasing346

density the lobes get washed-out and no significant differ-347

ence in the power flux for different screening degrees was348

found. Experiments at AUG show that the lobe structures349

vanish in detached conditions.350
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